
WORD PROBLEMS 

Henu has 105 songs on her computer. Her friend 

gives her a CD consisting of_78 songs. If Henu 

copies the songs from the CD to her computer, 
how many songs will Henu have on her computer? 

EXAMPLE 9 

Number of songs on computer 105 

Number of songs on CD 78 7 8 + 

Total number of songs on computer = 105+ 78 

183 
ANS. Henu's computer will have 183 songs in all. 

EXERCISE 2.6 

A. Solve these word problems. 
Colou . A vegetable seller earned 485 on Monday and 

649 on Tuesday. How much did he earn on these 

two days? 
Earning on Monday 

4 8 5 
Eaning on Tuesday 

Eaming on both the days = + 

ANS. The vegetable seller earned 7 

+6 4 
124 

2. There are 1572 students in the primary wing of a 
school and 849 students in the middle wing. 
How many students are there in the school? 
Students in the primary wing = (S42 
Students in the middle wing = &9 IS2 

+4 Total number of students = 1512+ 249 

ANS. There are 2l students in the school. 

B. Solve these word problems. 
I. On Monday, Reena saw 24 butterflies on one bush and 
32 butterflies on another bush. How many butterflies did (34 Reena see in all?
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